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Tip
USE BEST PRACTICE AND INCREASE YOUR PROFITS!
Following these tips when you’re frying can help you:
• Save money
• Make your chips crispier and tastier
• Lower the amount of saturated fat and salt in a portion
Achieve at least five tips. Tick the box when you have achieved a tip and aim to add a new tip
every month. You may already be achieving several of these tips, but be prepared to go further and
make real changes to help your customers stay healthy.
1. Use thick, straight-cut chips
Make your chips using a cutter with at least a 14mm (just over half an inch) cross section.
> Thick, straight-cut chips will absorb less fat, so you use less oil and it’s healthier for your customers.
2. Fry at 175–190°C
Getting oil to 175–190°C (350–375°F) before you start frying gives you crispier, more appealing chips that absorb less
fat. That means you use less oil.
Each time you fry a new batch, let the oil come back up to 175–190°C before you start.
Overloading your fryer, or adding too much food when you’re frying, makes the temperature of the oil drop. That
makes the chips greasier and uses more oil. If you use baskets, they shouldn’t look more than half full.
3. Check the temperature
Make sure the temperature on your range is accurate. You can do this by heating the oil and testing the temperature
in the middle of the oil with a catering thermometer. If you have a range with a thermostat, make sure the probe is
clean when you drain the fryer. You should have the thermostat checked as part of a regular service of your equipment.
4. Cook for 5–6 minutes
The cooking time for chips will depend on the type of potato you use, but for thick-cut fresh potatoes cooked at 175°C
it’s about 5–6 minutes, until the chips are a pale, golden colour. If you cook them straight through and take them out
of the oil as soon as they are cooked, they will absorb less fat. And you will use less oil.
If you decide to blanch some chips to help with a busy service, then you should still use best practice when you blanch
and fry at 175–190°C, allowing the oil to come back up to temperature between batches. This will reduce the fat
absorption and help prevent greasy chips.
5. Bang, shake and drain the chips
By shaking the chips and banging the wire scoop several times, you can reduce fat absorption by 20% and make your
chips crispier. This is because chips carry on absorbing fat after they come out of the fryer. If you bang and shake you’ll
use less oil, need to top up less often, and need to empty the drain in the chip box less often.
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6. Look after your oil
Try to change your oil before it foams, froths or smokes. It will also change colour, smell rancid or fishy when you heat
it and will affect the flavour of the chips.
Follow these tips to keep your oil fresh for longer. Then you will use less oil.
− Don’t heat your oil above 190°C
− Dry fresh chips for as long as possible after soaking. If you use a potato preparation you will be able to dry your chips
for longer
− Keep fryer topped up with oil
− Don’t ‘idle’ a fryer at high temperatures, let it cool to 100°C and cover it
− Sieve the oil every time you fry a batch and throw the scraps away
− Filter your oil often, ideally once a day.
7. Fry chips on their own
If you fry foods like sausages, chicken and anything in breadcrumbs, don’t fry these in the same oil you use for chips as
they will affect your oil quality. Gently shake any food in breadcrumbs before you fry it to knock off any loose bits –
this will help keep your oil fresh.
8. Use a liquid oil
The more saturated fat in your oil, the more saturated fat there will be in your chips. Liquid oils such as sunflower and
rapeseed have about 10% saturated fat. Solid oils such as palm oil or beef fat have about 50%. Some suppliers provide
palm oil blends (a mix of palm and other oils) that have about 30% saturated fat. If you choose sunflower or rapeseed
oil, you need to use a ‘high oleic’ version, as these are more stable (provided you look after your oil well). Whichever oil
you choose, always make sure it is not hydrogenated.

But what about the taste?
Worried that your customers won’t like the taste? Did you know that previous winners of the Perfect Portion Awards,
voted for by customers, fry with rapeseed oil?

9. Cut down on salt
Lots of people are trying to cut down on the amount of salt they eat. You can help your customers to do this by doing
these things:
− Use a salt shaker with fewer holes: just ask your supplier if they provide five-hole tops
− Ask your customers if they want salt before adding it
− Don’t add salt to batter mix. If you buy batter mix, check the ingredients and try to choose one that doesn’t contain
added salt or sodium
− Read the label on foods such as sauces, sausages and pies and choose the one with less salt (or it might say ‘sodium’).
If there’s no information on salt, ask your supplier
10. Size matters
Offering different portion sizes makes good business sense. Maybe you could offer small containers, for people with
smaller appetites, as well as regular and large trays.
It might also help your lunchtime trade when some people only want a small amount to eat. Make sure your staff are
certain about portion sizes.
11. Consider offering healthier options
Offering healthier alternatives to chips, such as jacket or steamed potatoes, will help you win business from those
customers looking to avoid saturated fat and salt.

Sugar
12. Offer healthier drinks as the default option – such as water, lower fat milks, low calorie or no added sugar drinks, or
pure fruit juices (in a 150ml serving size or as close to this volume as possible), rather than sugary drinks.
13. Introduce a 10p levy on non-alcoholic soft drinks that have added sugar and donate the money raised to the Children’s
Health Fund, administered by Sustain.

Your own pledge suggestions (agreed with the Healthier Options team)
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